Dear Jurors
Ref dispute # 593
These are the reasons why the arguments of the challenger need to be overlooked.
1) Many of the videos posted in the network has static computer or tablet screens
(Including the video of Santiago Siri, Proof of Humanity founder).Just an example:
https://proof-of-humanity.netlify.app/profile/
0xf32fb40a0e659c75928adf71531e531861331cea
The videos containing these type of content can be faked with very simple technology,
using frame by frame edition, and are included as accepted profiles. I did my video
editing and posting the ETH address in a fix banner during the video. It is equally
complex has the same cto fake my video than to fake Santiago Siri’s video, proof of
humanity founder and accepted profile.
2) In the instructions when posting the profile it si clear that a “screen can be used” and
I understood that posting a banner with my video editor was a similar concept. Even
more is not forbidden specifically in the instructions so is supposed to be permitted.
3) The mission of Proof of Humanity is to demonstrate that a video belongs to a real
human, not to a bot, neither to the wrong person, and my profile, reactions, comments
on my certified twitter account can testify that. Including this post. I already demontrated
in many ways that the video is mine.
https://youtube.com/shorts/hu7Ni2hEzsU?feature=share
4) Even in the case that a fake video appears (I insist that any video can be faked) POH
is robust enough to handle this thru the community. Lets suppose that some is trying to
fake my video changing the address and posting another Martin Migoya profile. Well, it
will be a duplicate profile at the system will notice it and this will be challenged with the
same passion for details that is being challenged my profile now. In the case that they
upload the fake video with a different adress and a different name it will be challenged
by the people that know me, as the name and the face won’t match. Hence POH is

robust enough to handle even fake videos.

I appreciate your time, and commitment to maintain the health of the network, and
looking forward a favorable resolution. Win any case I consider that I learned a lot
during the process, so thanks for that.
Warm Regards
Martin Migoya
GLOB: NYSE
CEO and Founder

